L iquid crystal describes a material that shares properties of both a liquid and a solid crystal. This duality of consistency occurs because the material contains charged molecules whose dynamic "electrical bonds" produce changes in structure (liquid-like or crystal-like) dependent on the background electrical field and the contained thermal energy (temperature).
Perhaps the best known example of a liquid crystal material is the membrane of cells in our body. While serving as an effective cell boundary, the constituent molecules can easily intermingle, flip from one side of the membrane to the other, and host freely floating proteins such as receptors.
Liquid crystals have distinct optical properties. It is actually these properties that led to the first description of liquid crystals by the Austrian botanical physiologist Friedrich Reinitzerin in 1888. While studying different derivatives of cholesterol, Reinitzer noticed that some of these derivatives had two distinct melting points: first melting into a cloudy liquid and then melting into a clear fluid. When viewed under a microscope, the cloudy material exhibited a typical crystalline structure and texture.
Due to the liquid properties of the material, individual molecules composing a liquid crystal can easily rotate and move. Because they also have dipole properties, they can be affected by an electrical field. Their crystal structure makes them an excellent conductor of light, and that light can be easily manipulated.
One example of a liquid crystal lens is the liquid crystal shutter cell (Figure 1) , comprising two fixed polarizers (one on each side of the cell) at a 90° angle to each other and liquid crystals in between. The first polarizer will allow only horizontally oriented light waves to pass, whereas the second allows only vertically oriented light waves to pass. Accordingly, the light waves passing through the first polarizer will be blocked by the second one. When an electrical field is applied, the liquid crystals line up in a way that shifts the horizontally oriented light waves 90° as it passes through the shutter cell, thereby allowing the now vertically oriented light waves to exit through the second polarizer. The unique property of this liquid crystal lens is the ability to rapidly transform between states, shifting from clear to opaque within milliseconds in response to the changing electrical field.
For more than 40 years, liquid crystals have been widely used in electronic displays, electro-optic devices, three-dimensional viewing systems, and more. Recently, this technology was incorporated into a plastic glass with the option to mount a refractive prescription. These glasses are an electronic device that intermittently shutters one of the lenses on a schedule. A typical schedule would be 38 seconds opaque alternating with 22 seconds clear, resulting in 5 hours of occlusion for each 8-hour wearing period. In a multi-center study, the first prototype of these glasses was found to be effective, safe, and well tolerated by children for the treatment of amblyopia. An advanced version (Amblyz glasses; XPAND Ltd., Limassol, Cyprus) is currently being studied in a randomized clinical trial with preliminary promising results as an alternative treatment for amblyopia.
